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W
riters and directors have never 
been shy about sending their 
characters into car crashes, 
shootouts, hostile Indian terri-
tory or bad marriages. Danger 
is their business. But the kind 
of peril faced in several of this 
season’s more prominent dra-

mas could have been cooked up in a cauldron of woe stirred 
not only by John Ford, John Carpenter and John Woo, but also 
Jean-Paul Sartre: The existential terror of an inescapable hell 
on earth — or space, or sea. And the fear of losing not only one’s 
life, but one’s sanity.

“He’s in a battle for his mind,” Chiwetel Ejiofor says of his 
character, Solomon Northup, the subjugated hero of “12 Years 
a Slave,” echoing the predicament of other imperiled protag-
onists of 2013: Robert Redford’s solitary sailor in “All Is Lost,” 
Tom Hanks’ hostage seafarer in “Captain Phillips,” Sandra Bull-
ock’s adrift astronaut in “Gravity” and Matthew McConaughey’s 

faux-pharmacist in “Dallas Buyers Club,” who refuses to go gen-
tly into an inevitable good night.

All are contending with what some would consider some-
thing worse than death — namely, hopelessness.

“I think it’s very important to be reminded that life is pre-
cious and our lifespan is continuous,” says screenwriter John 
Ridley, who adapted Northup’s 1853 memoir for the bigscreen. 
“One of the amazing abilities of cinema is to transport us to 
other places. And whether that’s the middle of the ocean or the 
middle of outer space, places where we can take human nature 
and put it somewhere and ask the question: ‘What would we 
do?’ ‘What would I do?’”

Getting the audience to ponder that question has more than 
a little to do with the script — even in the case of “All Is Lost,” 
which had a 31-page screenplay and virtually no lines for its 
lone cast member, Redford. It also has to do with the casting 
— Hanks’ signature Everyman, for instance, as the captive of 
ruthless Somali pirates; the usually hunky McConaughey, ema-
ciated as a Texas hustler with HIV; Ejiofor, who is descended 

LOST BEARINGS 
The heroes of 
“All Is Lost,” 
above, “12 
Years a Slave” 
and “Captain 
Phillips” must 
battle the 
temptation to 
give up, even 
while fighting 
for life itself.

AGAINST 
ALL  
ODDS
In contending films, 
survival means 
clinging not just to 
life, but to sanity  
BY JOHN ANDERSON
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from the same tribe, the Igbo, that were kidnapped in such vast 
numbers during the slave trade. And Redford, who brings his 
own hand-tooled baggage to the deck of his derelict sailboat.

“I certainly was playing off the audience’s expectations about 
him as a person and an actor,” says writer-director Chandor. “A 
lot of the tension comes from the fact that it’s an older guy; any 
small mistake can lead to catastrophic circumstances.”

Although much of the film’s effect hangs on Redford’s per-
formance, the detail of the script is precise: When water pours 
into the cabin of the boat, the first thing Redford’s unnamed 
character grabs is not his sodden laptop or his GPS, but some-
thing that seems, to the uninitiated, less useful: his ship’s log.

“A lot of people talk about how your sailing log keeps you 
from going crazy,” Chandor says. “It keeps the days separated. 
So I had put it in there, as well as a moment when he rips a 
page out of the book — it’s something you wouldn’t do it unless 
you were at the end of your rope.”

The shipping container that punches a hole in the hull of 
Redford’s 1979 Cal 39 sailboat might well have fallen off Cap-

One of the 
amazing 
abilities of 
cinema is to 
transport 
us to other 
places. And 
whether 
that’s the 
middle of 
the ocean or 
the middle of 
outer space, 
places where 
we can take 
human 
nature and 
put it some-
where and 
ask the  
question: 
‘What  
would we 
do?’ ‘What 
would I do?’”
John Ridley

tain Phillips’ vessel during the melee on board, where Somali 
pirates led by a skinny pirate named Muse (Barkhad Abdi) 
are trying to ransom Hanks’ captain, while showing very little 
interest in whether he lives or dies.

The film is as much about Hanks’ courage under fire as it is 
about Muse’s desperation. In fact, director Paul Greengrass lik-
ens it to classic gangster stories, wherein underdog renegades 
often have no choice than to live on the wrong side of the law, 
such as an impoverished young person “getting to be a big 
man” in a situation that, eventually, gets beyond his control.

“The goal is to give you a ringside view of it all,” Greengrass 
says. “And, without turning it into a cheap thrill, maintain the 
tension. As they say, there’s nothing more dangerous than a 
man with nothing to lose.”

What McConaughey had to lose was weight, which he — and 
his very prominent co-star, Jared Leto — did to a disturbing 
degree for “Dallas Buyers Club,” in order to play the HIV-rav-
aged Ron Woodroof, and his transvestite aide de camp, Rayon. 
In the late ’80s, they create a rogue distribution network for 
alternative AIDS drugs at time when an HIV diagnosis was a 
death sentence.

That both actors often look disturbingly ill is a large factor 
in the movie’s overall effect, and its troubling subtext — that its 
characters are making herculean efforts to accomplish some-
thing that’s ultimately sisyphian: They’re still going to die, and 
soon, and it won’t go well.

With a screenplay by relative newcomers Melisa Wallack and 
Craig Borten, “DBC” involves a real-life story, intense prepara-
tion by its actors and an approach to the roles that — according 
to director Jean-Marc Vallee — dictated how he directed.

“I’m from the less-is-more school, and these guys were like 
two monsters going wild,” he says. “So I backed away and cov-
ered myself. I was trying to find the right distance. And in the 
cutting I realized the more-is-more material was better.”

No one’s at a greater distance from her audience this season 
than Bullock in “Gravity” — not physically, anyway. Metaphys-
ically, she’s immersed in a nightmare: Careening across a cold, 
desolate space, she faces a lonely death in a somewhat ridicu-
lous position: She never wanted to be there in the first place.

“The way I work (with) actors (is) we like to prep like crazy, 
then start improvising, and allow things to go out of control,” 
says “Gravity” director Alfonso Cuaron, who wrote the screen-
play with his son Jonas. “What we had to do here is invent the 
out-of-control, and see how we would deal with it.”

The immediacy of death and/or suffering is achieved, in 
some of the films, by being based in fact: Not in “Gravity” or 
“All Is Lost,” but in “Captain Phillips,” “Dallas Buyers Club” and, 
of course “12 Years a Slave,” which was adapted from Northup’s 
1853 memoir, written shortly after he was freed.

“I was struck by the depth of his soul and his unbreakable 
spirit and his lack of judgment, which is so surprising under 
the circumstances,” says Ejiofor. “He recognizes the uselessness 
of hatred; anything that’s not going to help him he cuts loose. 
And hatred isn’t going to help him.”

Adds “12 Years” screenwriter Ridley: “If you look at the con-
cept of survival in film, whether it’s this, or ‘127 Hours,’ ‘Life 
of Pi,’ ‘Argo,’ ‘Schindler’s List’ or ‘The Killing Fields,’ one of the 
amazing things about the human psyche is we compartmen-
talize. And whatever circumstance we’re in — and certainly 
it’s easier for some of us — we just move through it. We have 
to because, to really live by the adage of living every day like 
it’s our last, (otherwise) we’d go crazy, you know? We’d sit in a 
corner in a ball and cry.”

Steve Chagollan contributed to this report.
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S
tars and scribes are in bed together. And as 
current award contenders illustrate, nobody’s 
sleeping with the enemy.

Writing categories, normally heavily tilted 
toward such ensemble pics as “Juno” and “Lit-
tle Miss Sunshine” with stars-to-be in the main 
roles, this year promise to include numerous 
projects that successfully attracted big-name 

onscreen talent. Screenplays are giving stars what they want, 
and it’s a lot more than bitter Joe Gillis brought to crazy Norma 
Desmond in “Sunset Blvd.”

Which is: What? Ethan Hawke, acting and scripting with 
Julie Delpy and Richard Linklater on “Before Midnight,” claims 
“any actor worth his salt is looking for a challenge. He’s dying 
to go out on a limb.” To Billy Ray (“Captain Phillips”), “what 
they’re looking for in a character is dilemma. Those are the 
playable moments.”

Thesps above all crave “red meat,” in the phrase of Tracy 
Letts, author of carnivores’ banquet “August: Osage County.”

“The truth is, there’s a lot of shitty writing in this business,” 

says Letts. “So when you get an opportunity to get some good 
writing, whether or not you’re a movie star, you want to knock 
it out of the park.”

Some scribes envision a dream lead who actually signs on 
(as Ray did with Tom Hanks), while others are handed said 
lead on a platter. Recreating hyperactive hustler Jordan Belfort 
for “The Wolf of Wall Street” was easier, according to Terence 
Winter, with Leonardo DiCaprio attached. “Knowing what he 
looks and sounds like, I was able to filter Jordan’s voice through 
Leo and write the character that way.”

Many simply try to craft a killer part. Jonas Cuaron says he 
and dad Alfonso saw “Gravity” as a “rebirth story” of a great, 
vital soul, and netted great soul Sandra Bullock, who “is nor-
mally the way the character ends.” On “Saving Mr. Banks,” Kelly 
Marcel surrounded her computer with photos of P.L. Travers 
and Walt Disney and depended on the story to sell itself. “At a 
press conference in London, Emma Thompson said she read 
the first page and said ‘I’m doing it.’”

An ideal matchup may take time. During the 20-year devel-
opment of “Dallas Buyers Club,” Craig Borten and Melisa Wal-

TASTY BITS 
Clockwise from 
above: “The 
Wolf of Wall 
Street” and 
Terence Winter, 
“Dallas Buyers 
Club” and Craig 
Borten and 
Melissa Wallick,  
“August: Osage 
County” and 
Tracy Letts, 
“Gravity” and 
Alfonso & Jonas 
Curaon

HELPING STARS SHINE
Writing for boldface names is a skill unto itself BY BOB VERINI
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lick saw three biggies come and go before being “blessed” (their 
word) with Matthew McConaughey, who inspired revisions.

“Once you know you’re getting Matthew, you know the com-
edy has to be brought down,”  Wallick says. “He’s so affable, so 
charming, the lightness is going to be there, so you can move 
it somewhere more intense.”

There’s no single path to a mutually satisfying collaboration. 
Work conflicts restricted Letts to only a single-day table read 
on “August,” where he was inundated with “basically the same 
questions any actors ask on the first day. They all sort of come 
down to: ‘What do I want, and what will I do to get it?’”

Thesp-scribe relations are more often hand-in-glove, com-
plete with on-set office and constant contact. Remembers 
Cuaron, “Sandy would come out of hanging in the rigging for 
hours, and she’d still find a few minutes to work with me on 
the monologues and so forth.”

Marcel notes, “Emma literally won’t change a word. She’ll 
find a way to make every word work,” while Hanks aimed to 
“add in little words and mannerisms.” The Mouse House mogul 
habitually added the phrase “and things” to his sentences, so 

There’s a lot 
of shitty  
writing in 
this busi-
ness. So 
when you get 
an opportu-
nity to get 
some good 
writing … 
you want to 
knock it out 
of the park.”
Tracy Letts, writer, 
“August: Osage 
County”

“Tom and I did an ‘and things’ pass, finding places where we 
could insert it,” says Marcel.

Those who would invite stars to the party need to proceed 
with caution, Hawke says. “When people say they’re writing 
‘a Tom Cruise part,’ ‘a Will Smith part,’ it’s always a copy of 
another movie. You’re never going to make anything interest-
ing chasing that rabbit.”

Moreover, Linklater reports, “some veteran actors feel they 
have to protect themselves. At some point in their career, they 
did exactly what they were told and they weren’t good. All their 
fears were realized on screen, so they go, ‘I’m not going to be 
that vulnerable again. I’m going to stay in my comfort zone and 
not risk being bad. Or silly.’”

When your lead balks, Winter advises, “Try to state your case 
as gently but convincingly as you can.” Marcel adds, “You’ve got 
to pray you have a strong producer and director who’ll protect 
you, and who know what’s good for the script.”

But when the megastar has the muscle and won’t budge? 
Winter, who calls all the shots as a television showrunner, 
knows the limits of a feature writer’s clout. His advice? “Cry.”
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Scripts & 
Scribes in 
Gold Rush

Falling Behind in Technology 
 — and Romance (1)

“HER” / SPIKE JONZE
“I don’t want to be the one who gets 
left behind” sang Warren Zevon in 
“Nobody’s in Love This Year,” a bitter-
sweet ballad that seems out of place on 
his cyberpunk album “Transverse City.” 
But Spike Jonze’s screenplay for “Her” 
proves such fears do indeed fit in sci-
fi. “Her” intrigues first as speculative 
fiction, imagining a near-future where 
software is intelligent and emotive, 
and humans develop attachments to 
operating systems. But “Her” also fas-
cinates as a metaphor for the chang-
ing dynamics of a relationship, where 
one partner begins as guide and men-
tor, but can be left behind as the oth-
er evolves. It’s been said that whatever 
digital or robotic intelligences we cre-
ate will be humanity’s children. “Her” 
wonders if they might be our lovers 
instead, but also wonders how we’ll 
cope when, like children, they outgrow 
us and leave us behind in the empty 
nest of the physical world.  
— David S. Cohen

Giving Voice to Those Long Silenced
“12 YEARS A SLAVE” / JOHN RIDLEY
Solomon Northup provided the narra-
tive incidents. Helmer Steve McQueen 
possesses the painterly eye. And John 
Ridley pulls the whole massive epic 
together while investing it with its 
indispensable voice. The formal, old-
time patois he fashions for his array 
of con artists, fools and bloodsuckers 
helps to establish the contrast between 
antebellum America’s elegant man-
ners and the viciousness at its core. 
Moreover, he grants eloquence to a 
people sentenced to historical silence. 
When suspected runaway Patsy (Lupi-
ta Nyong’o), the master’s best work-
er, announces she’ll do whatever he 
requires but, by God, she will be clean, 
she stands up for millions denied their 
basic humanity from the very moment 
the republic was founded. Early on, 
Northup (Chiwetel Ejiofor) is advised 
to maintain his silence and keep his 
head down. Ridley sees to it that the 
hero speaks to us across the centuries 
as he holds his head high. — Bob Verini

A Tale of Violence,  
Tinged With Love
“AUGUST: OSAGE COUNTY” / TRACY LETTS
By turns playwright, actor and screen-
writer, Tracy Letts won a Tony for his 
portrayal of George in a revival of 
“Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf” and 
a Pulitzer for his play “August: Osage 
County” in 2008. Letts has penned a 
much-shortened screen adaptation of 
his play, about a clan brought togeth-
er by a family crisis only to be torn 
apart again by addiction, infidelity and 
betrayal. In the end comes a revelation 
that permanently changes the fami-
ly’s dynamics while perpetuating its 
emotional turmoil. The film “is really 
about the violence that we visit upon 
the people that we claim to love,” says 
director John Wells. It’s about “the 
emotional violence, the way in which 
families operate where there has been 
a cycle of abuse over many genera-
tions.” — Peter Caranicas

Relying, Again, on the  
Kindness of Strangers (2)

“BLUE JASMINE” / WOODY ALLEN
It stood to reason Woody Allen’s con-
tempo variation on “A Streetcar 
Named Desire” would emerge wryer 
and less psychosexually tragic than the 
Williams original. Yet the connections 
are beyond dispute when, in both, a 
wealthy dame on the skids is forced to 
hobnob with the laboring class. The 
same love-hate tensions emerge, fol-
lowed by a similar effort to bamboo-
zle a clueless nice guy into redeem-
ing her. Even the exotic title conjures 
up Blanche DuBois’ giddy description 
of her gown’s color: “It’s Della Rob-
bia blue!” In the end, as Jasmine (Cate 
Blanchett) babbles away on her park 
bench, she does evoke our pity if not 
our terror. No less than her forebear 
carted off to the looney bin, she’ll need 
to depend on the kindness of strang-
ers. — Bob Verini
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Simple Script Belies  
Its Primal Struggle
“GRAVITY” / ALFONSO CUARON &  
JONAS CUARON
“Gravity” is deceptively simple: Two 
marooned astronauts must find a way 
back to Earth. Yet amidst the bravura 
filmmaking and cutting-edge visuals, 
we get to know these people, feel their 
fear, frustration and resolve.  Alfon-
so and Jonas Cuaron make us real-
ize that Ryan Stone (Sandra Bullock) 
must do more than fight to survive. 
She must reject despair; find strength 
she doesn’t believe she has; choose life 
when surrender to death is tempting; 
and in choosing to live, be reborn. 
— David S. Cohen

Striving for Timelessness  
in a Period Piece
“INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS” / JOEL & ETHAN COEN
A folk singer journeys from New York’s 
Greenwich Village  to Chicago to see 
a business manager at a legendary 
nightclub. The guy listens thoughtful-
ly as Llewyn Davis plays a song, takes 
a deep breath and replies, “I don’t see 
a lot of money here.” 

Perhaps the same could be said for 
Joel and Ethan Coen’s latest endeav-
or, though like their down-on-his-luck 
protagonist, the brothers seem to be 
reaching for more than the quick buck. 
The Coens’ scripts have been nom-
inated five times before, and their 
craft only gets better, balancing peri-
od detail with their own idiosyncrat-
ic voices. As Davis says, “If it was never 
new and never gets old, it’s folk music.” 
The same could be said of this picture. 
— Peter Debruge

Capturing a Movement  
in a Family’s Saga (3)

“LEE DANIELS’ THE BUTLER” / DANNY STRONG
Danny Strong’s screenplay spans 
decades of American history and hits 
all the right bases (the Kennedy and 
King assassinations, Vietnam war pro-
tests, the civil-rights movement) as 
it follows Cecil Gaines, a son of Afri-
can-American sharecroppers who end-
ed up serving in the White House under 
seven presidents. While the film’s his-
torical sweep forces it to deliver a head-
lines-only version of our recent past, 
it also tells a more subtle family story 
that pits husband against wife, fiancee 
against fiancee and — most centrally — 
father against son. The script succeeds 
by focusing on stories about personal 
relationships that transcend any time, 
place or culture. — Peter Caranicas
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Exposing the Pain  
Behind Creation (1)

“SAVING MR. BANKS” /  KELLY MARCEL  
& SUE SMITH
It sounds like a cupful of sugar, doesn’t 
it? P.L. Travers, Walt Disney and the 
creation of the film musical “Mary Pop-
pins”? But Kelly Marcel & Sue Smith’s 
screenplay for “Saving Mr. Banks” 
reveals that creation often emerges 
from darkness and pain, and revisiting 
it can mean ripping open a half-healed 
wound.  That proves just as true for 
Walt as for the stern Englishwoman 
who torments him. In the end, instead 
of treacle, auds are surprised to taste 
their own salty tears. — David S. Cohen

Solving the Crimes of  
Everyday Life (2)

“THE PAST” / ASGHAR FARHADI 
Asghar Farhadii writes great mysteries. 
In “The Past” as in his previous film, 
“A Separation,” the characters face puz-
zles as baffling as any imagined by 
Agatha Christie, but the crimes aren’t 
robbery or murder but the injuries 
we all inflict on one another through 
anger, inattention or simple daily life.  
“The Past” follows an Iranian man (Ali 
Mosaffa) who comes to Paris to final-
ize his divorce from a Frenchwoman 
(Berenice Bejo), and confronts an array 
of families tangled in painful histo-
ry. From the first scene, he warns that 
we see poorly when we look behind, 
and going backward is dangerous. By 
the last, he’s shown us we long for the 
past even as we loathe it, and cling its 
a familiar ache. — David S. Cohen

Good Ol’ Boy’s Story  
Has Sting of Truth
“DALLAS BUYERS CLUB” / CRAIG BORTEN  
& MELISA WALLACK
In most movies about bigotry, the pro-
tagonist’s got to turn a brotherhood 
180 by the fadeout. Real life and good 
movies play out differently. Certainly 
rough-hewn Ron Woodroof ’s effort to 
procure his own AIDS meds turns into 
a selfless mission catering to hundreds 
of the critically ill. And his defense of 
a transsexual against a bullying moron 
shows an unmistakable change of 
heart. But as deftly written by Borten 
and Wallack and enacted by Matthew 
McConaughey, you may grin at the 
subtle transformations because you 
just didn’t see them coming. Ron goes 
to his reward still a hard-nosed good 
ol’ boy with prejudices. You know: as 
in life. — Bob Verini

 

Thriller Forces Auds  
to Look Within (3)

“PRISONERS” / AARON GUZIKOWSKI
Aaron Guzikowski’s debut screenplay 
may have been a tough sell to studios 
(it was penned in 2007, Black Listed 
two years later and stuck in develop-
ment limbo until it was finally shot 
this year), but not to audiences.
The gritty thriller follows a father 
(Hugh Jackman) as he circumvents the 
law in a desperate, misguided search 
for his kidnapped daughter. Guzikow-
ski’s intricate characters (some have 
backstories we never learn) force audi-
ences to question their own mor-
als while rooting for an antihero who 
resorts to torture as a means to an 
end. Bolstered by its bleak and oblique 
ending, the twisty tale stays with you 
days after viewing. The harsh fade to 
black may leave some anxiety, but the 
best revenge films always do.  
— Maane Khatchatourian
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Expose Takes Writers  
on Personal Journey (4)

“PHILOMENA” / STEVE COOGAN AND JEFF 
POPE, FROM THE BOOK BY MARTIN SIXSMITH
You settle in to watch “Philomena” 
expecting an odd-couple/buddy/road 
comedy about a sophisticate journal-
ist and a goofy old lady. Instead, Steve 
Coogan delivers a script of surprising 
complexity. Journo Martin Sixsmith 
(played by Coogan himself ) begins as 
a cynical snob, and the working-class 
woman looking for the child stolen 
from her 50 years ago, Philomena Lee, 
surprises him with her worldliness, 
experience and tolerance. Philomena 
guides Sixsmith to the story of a life-
time, an expose that touches on AIDS, 
abuses by the Church, and acceptance 
of gays, but his own journey is more 
personal, subtle and profound. 
— David S. Cohen

Wordless Script Has Lots to Say
“ALL IS LOST” / J.C. CHANDOR
Screenplay? What screenplay? That’s 
the first reaction when asked to com-
ment on the script of the J.C. Chan-
dor-directed and -written “All Is Lost,” 
in which Robert Redford plays the 
film’s only character, a sailor on a solo 
ocean voyage whose boat is severe-
ly damaged after it hits a rogue ship-
ping container. Over the next few days 
he copes with setback after setback 
as nature slowly destroys his means 
of survival. The only dialogue: a brief 
opening voiceover in which he apolo-
gizes to someone unknown, and a loud 
expletive he utters in frustration mid-
way through the film. But Chandor’s 
31-page screenplay of prose description 
was good enough for the 76-year-old 
movie icon to say yes to a 38-year-old 
second-time director. “We hit each oth-
er at exactly the right time in my tra-
jectory and his life,” Chandor says. 
— Peter Caranicas

Humanizing the Players  
of a Harrowing Tale
“CAPTAIN PHILLIPS” / BILLY RAY, FROM THE 
BOOK “A CAPTAIN’S DUTY” BY RICHARD 
PHILLIPS (WITH STEPHAN TALTY)
“Captain Phillips” is a thriller that 
takes its time. That’s a balancing act 
that few screenplays can manage, 
but Billy Ray’s adaptation of the first-
hand account from Richard Phillips 
deftly succeeds. It brings us an inti-
mate introduction to all the key play-
ers, humanizing everyone from the 
title character to those who threaten 
his crew and the man himself, cement-
ing into the script our connection 
to all. Hardly content with a charac-
ter study, however, Ray progresses to 
the fear and desperation (not to men-
tion seat-of-the-pants innovation) of 
everyone involved, building to a fero-
ciously tense series of showdowns. By 
the film’s final moments, taking place 
in a small, almost perversely tranquil 
pod, your racing heart is struggling for 
calm as much as the captain’s.  
— Jon Weisman

Young Love Framed  
with Honesty and Wit (5)

“THE SPECTACULAR NOW” / SCOTT 
NEUSTADTER AND MICHAEL H. WEBER,  
FROM THE NOVEL BY TIM THARP
In their first produced screen-
play, “(500) Days of Summer,” Scott 
Neustadter and Michael H. Weber 
demonstrated an uncanny knack for 
stylizing the contemporary roman-
tic experience, using cutesy tricks and 
a nonlinear structure to connect with 
young audiences. In many ways, their 
adaptation of Tim Tharp’s novel “The 
Spectacular Now” feels just the oppo-
site, cutting past surface tricks to zero 
in on the truth of young love. 

Here is a film that is honest about 
such serious issues as teenage drinking 
and the impact of divorce without ever 
lapsing into TV-movie territory. With-
out sacrificing wit, the duo wrote can-
didly enough that performers Miles 
Teller and Shailene Woodley earned 
a special jury prize at Sundance. The 
citation, for “rare honesty, natural-
ism and transparency,” starts with the 
source material.   — Peter Debruge
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Tracing a Perilous  
Journey Through Love (1)

“BLUE IS THE WARMEST COLOR”/ ABDELLATIF 
KECHICHE WITH GHALIA LACROIX
Lost amid all the headlines about 
“Blue Is the Warmest Color’s” mara-
thon sex scenes and post-production 
squabbles is the sensitivity and depth 
of the script from director Abdellatif 
Kechiche with Ghalia Lacroix (adapt-
ed from the comic by Julie Maroh). 
As heartening as it is to see tolerance 
gain greater footholds in society, let’s 
not forget that coming to terms with 
one’s sexuality, not to mention sexu-
al maturation in generaland evolu-
tion from teen to adult, are still per-
ilous journeys. With “Blue,” you feel 
every exultation and heartbreak of 
the film’s main character, in a fashion 
that, rather than being as voyeuristic 
as the scandal-seekers would imply, is 
supremely empathetic. —  Jon Weisman

Fest Fave Leans on Strong Script (2)

“SHORT TERM 12”/DANIEL DESTIN CRETTON
Though many have yet to discov-
er Daniel Destin Cretton’s  sensitive 
and moving portrait of a young guid-
ance counselor wrestling with person-
al issues while trying to motivate and 
protect troubled teens, “Short Term 
12” is easily one of the best-loved films 
on the festival circuit this year. As it 
swept jury and audience awards at 
each stop along the way, leading lady 
Brie Larson has been clear that Cret-
ton’s script, which draws its authentic-
ity from time he spent working in such 
a facility, was the reason the cast felt 
compelled to help get this inspiration-
al story told. 
— Peter Debruge

Painting a Portrait  
Beyond the Headlines (3)

“FRUITVALE STATION”/RYAN COOGLER
When someone is suddenly killed, acci-
dentally and unjustly, — when his 
name is then posthumously defamed 
or martyred as conclusions are jumped 
to — activists tend to step in. More 
effective than a Twitter hashtag cam-
paign, Ryan Coogler’s dramatic 
reworking of the last hours of 22-year-
old Oscar Grant’s life trues to show the 
person he was — instead of the stereo-
type he became when a BART police 
office shot him in the early New Year 
morning at Oakland’s Fruitvale Sta-
tion. The fact that the film’s limited 
release coincided with the George Zim-
merman verdict makes it that much 
more poignant. — Whitney Friedlander

Marching in the Footsteps  
of Cinema Greats (4)

“LONE SURVIVOR”/PETER BERG
The greats of cinema from John Ford 
to Lewis Milestone, Wolfgang Peters-
en to Oliver Stone, have found the her-
oism of the common soldier one of 
the most potent themes for their clas-
sic films such as “The Lost Patrol,” “A 
Walk in the Sun,” “Das Boot” and “Pla-
toon.” With “Lone Survivor,” writer-di-
rector Peter Berg has stepped with 
confidence and passion into those big 
army shoes. His gripping film set in 
the unforgiving mountains of Afghan-
istan is both a celebration of fight-
ing men’s courage and lament for the 
futile furies of combat.

Tightly focused on four Navy SEALS 
deployed to support a planned attack 
on a Taliban compound, Berg’s kinet-
ic portrayal of a bloody, ill-fated mis-
sion never loses sight of the protago-
nists’ humanity and dedication to their 
code of honor and to each other. Thes-
ps Mark Wahlberg, Emile Hirsch, Ben 
Foster and Taylor Kitsch all deliver 
on the physical requirements of their 
harrowing roles while also effective-
ly establishing their individual identi-
ties even as they’re bonded together as 
brothers in doomed arms.  
— Steven Gaydos

Gazing With Affection  
at Middle America  
“NEBRASKA”/ BOB NELSON
The big point of contention is like-
ly to be whether the prodigious comic 
effects of Bob Nelson’s screenplay are 
achieved at its subjects’ expense. Sure-
ly two relevant criteria ought to be: 
Is it written from the inside out? And 
does it demonstrate generosity of spir-
it? Both Nelson and helmer Alexan-
der Payne are heartland natives with a 
family perspective; in this view, their 
galaxy of deadpan, flat-affect Corn-
huskers isn’t parody, but just flatter-
ingly precise reporting. As for heart, 
the quest of Woody Grant (Bruce Dern) 
to claim a phantom million bucks is 
a piquant metaphor for the American 
Dream, which ends up transforming 
its principal characters in indisputably 
benevolent ways. It’s the same knack 
the great humanist Preston Sturges 
had, for staring unflinchingly at Mid-
dle America and finding the love.  
— Bob Verini

1
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Take Romantic Comedy,  
Add Porn Addict, Be Stirred (5)

“DON JON”/JOSEPH GORDON-LEVITT
It’s inevitable that Joseph Gordon-Lev-
itt’s “Don Jon” would be compared 
to the 2011 Michael Fassbender star-
rer “Shame.” But while the earlier film 
showed the harsh world of an out-
cast grappling with his demons, “Jon” 
shows a more approachable look at 
porn addiction: a charming young 
guy raised in an “Entourage”-obsessed 
world of bros, girls and an overbear-
ing family. He’s no different than your 
cousin, your neighbor … you. Think of 
it as a new take on a romantic comedy: 
The bored boy with minimal responsi-
bilities who grows into a man by learn-
ing the pleasure of caring about some-
one other than himself. 
— Whitney Friedlander

Offbeat Humor Leavens  
FBI Sting Story
“AMERICAN HUSTLE”/ERIC WARREN SINGER 
AND DAVID O. RUSSELL 
A period piece, based on a true sto-
ry, “American Hustle” it has all the ele-
ments of a fantastic screenplay and 
movie. Eric Warren Singer wrote the 
original script, then called “American 
Bullshit,” which landed on the 2010 
Black List of best unproduced screen-
plays. Filmmaker David O. Russell 
came on board, hot off his writing and 
directing Oscar noms for “Silver Lin-
ings Playbook.” Look for Russell’s pat-
ented blend of offbeat humor and grip-
ping drama in this tale of a con man 
(Christian Bale) and his lover (Amy 
Adams) who are forced by an ambi-
tious FBI agent (Bradley Cooper) to set 
up a sting entrapping politicians. 
— Jenelle Riley
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O
scar has a way of falling in love with 
first-time scripters, including Chris 
Terrio (“Argo”), Michael Arndt (“Little 
Miss Sunshine”), Diablo Cody (“Juno”) 
and Geoffrey Fletcher (“Precious).

But those “freshmen” are sometimes 
showbiz veterans. That’s certainly true 
of “Don Jon” writer-director Joseph 

Gordon-Levitt. “I wasn’t sitting looking at a computer writ-
ing,” Gordon-Levitt says. “I was up on my feet acting. My 
writing process was not dissimilar from my acting process.”

Cormac McCarthy, on the other hand, is a veteran novelist 
but “The Counselor” is his first screenplay. The script and 
picture have polarized critics, including two at Variety: Peter 
Debruge described McCarthy’s screenwriting as “obtuse,” but 

Scott Foundas found the author’s wordplay “rich, rhythmic 
(and) clearly the product of someone in love with language 
and everything it can both conceal and reveal.”

Prior to penning “Nebraska,” Bob Nelson had only written 
jokes and five-minute-and-under sketches for television. “I 
never thought anyone would actually make (‘Nebraska’),” 
Nelson says. “I was just writing it for the fun of it and to have 
(a) writing sample for Hollywood.”

Payne was so impressed with the script he decided to 
make it his first film based on another writer’s original 
screenplay, though it took a decade to get the movie made. 

TV scribe Kelly Marcel didn’t know anything about “Mary 
Poppins” author P.L. Travers three years ago when producer 
Alison Owen showed her Sue Smith’s birth-to-death life story 
of the author. After reading Smith’s script, Marcel decided 

NEARLY NEW  
Top, Joseph 
Gordon-
Levitt with 
Tony Danza. 
Below, left to 
right: Cormac 
McCarthy, Bob 
Nelson, Kelly 
Marcel, Craig 
Borten, Melisa 
Wallick, Ryan 
Coogler, Danny 
Strong, Destin 
Daniel Cretton

Eye on the Oscars Writer

NEW SCRIBES PROVE WISE
First-time screenwriters’ savvy belies their inexperience behind the keyboard BY ADDIE MORFOOT
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to focus on the moment in Travers’ life 
when Walt Disney was struggling to 
secure the movie rights to “Mary Pop-
pins.”The result was the backstage tale 
“Saving Mr. Banks,” which landed on the 
2011 Black List.

Marcel had access to 39 hours of 
audio recordings of Travers speaking 
with the “Poppins” songwriters and 
screenwriters, but used “artistic license” 
when it came to writing her dialogue.

“If you listen to the tapes, she is 
very difficult to listen to,” Marcel says. 
“Travers’ real voice is different from the 
voice we use in the script.”

Craig Borten and Melisa Wallack relied 
more heavily on taped conversations 
with Texas electrician-turned-AIDS 
activist Ron Woodroof while penning 
“Dallas Buyers Club.”

Borten, a tyro scripter (Wallack has 
several prior features), interviewed 
Woodroof before his death in 1992. He 
says, “Melisa and I went through all 25 
hours of interviews. Some of the dia-
logue is pulled directly from the (those 
recordings).”

“Fruitvale Station” writer-director 
Ryan Coogler combined real-life events 
with fictional sequences to depict the 
last 24 hours of Oscar Grant’s life. He 
wrote a fictional scene that involves 
Grant tending to a stray dog injured in 
a hit-and-run. 

“We see all the other characters (in 
the film) react to random violence, but 
we don’t see (Oscar’s) reaction because 
(the random violence) happens to him,” 
Coogler says. “So I thought that it was 
important to include the (dog) scene.”

Danny Strong, who has written Wash-
ington-insider stories for HBO, also 
took artistic license when transforming 
longtime White House butler Eugene 
Allen into the fictionalized Cecil Gaines 
for “Lee Daniels’ The Butler.”

“I wasn’t trying to re-create word 
for word what exactly happened. I was 
trying to do a compelling dramatization 
that has integrity and represented the 
truth of what happened,” Strong says. 

Destin Daniel Cretton used his own 
experience working at a group home for 
adolescents as the blueprint for his film 
“Short Term 12.”

Cretton won the Nicholls Screenwrit-
ing Fellowship for the script in 2010  
but when it came time to shoot, the 
scribe rewrote it.

Cretton says, “I got rid of things that 
were trying too hard and pushing too 
much. It was all about really focusing 
the theme and simplifying. Audiences 
are way smarter than people expect.”

RA1147
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W
e’ve survived four months 
of a frenzied awards season, 
with only three months 
to go. Did I hear someone 
groan? Stop it right now. 
You can either enjoy it or, as 

the Brits said in WWII, keep calm and carry on.
I actually like awards and kudos season, 

because it’s all of showbiz in a condensed form 
(well, if you consider a seven-month slog to be 
“condensed”). Awards are what showbiz is all 
about: Artistry, marketing, ego and money. If 
you’re in the right mood, it’s goofy fun.

And don’t worry, I’m not that sappy. I will have 
another column talking about what I don’t like 
about awards season. But Harlan Ellison is so elo-
quent and withering in his assessment on the fac-
ing page, we thought it would be fair and bal-
anced, as they say, to provide a little counterpoint.

One of the main reason I like awards: They are 
a time capsule of tastes and moods. For better 
and for worse, pop culture reflects the world, and 
awards pinpoint that fact. “The Greatest Show on 
Earth” wouldn’t even get made today, much less 
win the best picture Oscar. Some of the winners of 
the past have dated badly, yet others hold up well. 
“Vertigo” and “The Honeymooners” didn’t win 
much, but “Lawrence of Arabia” and “I Love Lucy” 
did, and they show the sensibility of the era.

I also like awards because they put a spot-
light on some amazing work. As a culture, we are 
over-entertained, with diversions available to us 
24/7. But awards are a way of sending a signal, 
saying, “Here’s something worth seeing.”

And awards are like a personal Rorschach test: 

Tell me who you’re rooting for, and I’ll tell you 
who you are. It’s a clue to your personality, wheth-
er last year you favored  “Amour” or “Argo” or “Life 
of Pi.” What’s your favorite TV series, “Homeland” 
or “Sons of Anarchy”?

I even enjoy the campaigning. Yes, Variety 
makes some money off it, but so do numerous oth-
er outlets, so that’s not why I like it. Campaigns 
have given me the opportunity to meet some 
amazing people people: to name a few, Julie Chris-
tie, James Cameron, John Irving and Ben Slin-
ey. (If the last name doesn’t ring a bell, he was the 
Federal Aviation Administration national opera-
tions manager who played himself in “United 93”; 
his first day on the job was 9/11 and he made the 
decision to stop all planes from using U.S. air-
space.) All of these people are as impressive as you 
would hope.

After covering awards for so long, however, I 
worry that my level of geekiness is out of control. 
I can rattle off Oscar’s five best picture contend-
ers of 1998, but I’ve forgotten America’s 13 origi-
nal colonies. I know how many Emmy noms Ray 
Romano received, yet I can’t remember how the 
Electoral College works. I’m like a Rain Man 
of the kudos world. (“Rain Man,” 1988, eight 
Oscar noms, four wins. I told you I’m a geek.)

There is something bogus about any 
showbiz prize; by definition, there can be 
no “best.” One can measure a shot put or 
a pole vault, but you can’t measure artist-
ry. But awards season is a reminder that 
it’s not only about results, it’s about the 
journey. And that’s the final reason I 
like awards: They’re so zen!

AWE/CONTRAIRE

Awe
Learning to Love Awards Season

Variety’s kudos guru basks in the warmth of statuette fever

Tim Gray

Awards are like a personal Rorschach test: Tell me who 
you’re rooting for, and I’ll tell you who you are”
Tim Gray
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Contraire

These soi-disant jubilations of achievement are phonies ... 
Boring, bought and traded, lugubrious shams.”
Harlan Ellison

A
s a devout believer in Open Cov-
enants, Openly Entered Into, I 
will not lie to you from the git-go: 
I do not merely hate all awards 
shows, I wish to see them behead-
ed, stakes driven through their 

black and corrupted widdle hearts, and to see the 
decapitated remains buried at a crossroads come 
midnight. Now we are on the same page. 

About the time I matured enough to know 
there were no such things as yetis, the Loch Ness 
Monster and the stork bringing babies, I gave up 
on the Academy Awards, the revered Oscars. It 
was 1952, and Cecil B. DeMille’s lumbering spaz 
“The Greatest Show on Earth” was christened 
best picture, beating out Fred Zinnemann’s “High 
Noon,” John Huston’s “Moulin Rouge” and John 
Ford’s “The Quiet Man,” to name only three chal-
lengers. I, and everyone in Hollywood knew, the 
Academy had been embarrassed into throwing the 
aged director a sop for his having been (correctly 
or otherwise) passed over for decades. But sitting 
in New York, watching the annual TV panegyric, I 
shrieked like a shrike, tore out my eyes, and swore 
I’d take a marlin-spike to the temple before I ever 
allowed myself to be taken in again with such 
flouting chicanery.

Those who give the awards exchange ballots 
among each other’s categories, provide a pasha’s 
fortune to publicity flak-providers, logroll, solicit 
and hustle shamelessly to pit every talent against 
every other talent, making it a transparent and 
debased three-card Monte scam. Phoney deified. 
Ass-kissing sanctified. As Bogart called it: “A 
mugg’s game.” 

There are, at rough, hardly comprehensive total 
presently more than 70 awards ceremonies ranging 
from the Oscars and Golden Globes and Emmys 
and Grammys to the People’s Choice Awards . Very 
nice, to acknowledge outstanding work by one’s 
peers: Rent a hotel ballroom, print up brochures 
enumerating the honorables at-bat, have some 
rubber chicken and frozen peas, and get on with 
it. I’ve been to many such events, and have even 
won a plentiful share of plaques, orbs, medals and 
parchments … and almost without exception each 
ceremony was boring. That’s the reason television 
programming should eschew all awards-giving 
hours-long rituals of self-aggrandizement, pho-
ney-baloney pomp and pretense at trustworthiness. 

Like World Wrestling, the Strident Housewives 
of the New Jersey Marshlands and the chance of 
winning the Publishers Clearance Sweepstakes, 
these soi-disant jubilations of achievement are 
phonies. Boring, bought and traded, lugubrious 
and endless shams that try to convince the naive 
and  gullible that one should waste an entire TV 
evening just to “see what the lades are wearing on 
the red carpet.” I had to murder my beloved wife 
with an Anthony Bourdain cheese grater when she 
uttered those words and cozened me into exhaust-
ing 500 years of my remaining life watching the 
most recent Oscar extravaganza of bad gags, false 
humility, inflated encomia and dance routines 
that haven’t been inventive since Busby Berkeley 
worked with Ruby Keeler.

How to better the environment, clean up the 
airwaves, stop this madness? Unless the gullible 
masses stop muttering and rise with cudgel and 
vomit, my answer is: Armageddon.

Death to All Awards Shows
Why the man who wrote ‘The Oscar’ hates the Oscars 

Harlan Ellison  
has written or  
edited 75 books, 
written 1,700 stories, 
essays, articles, and 
newspaper columns, 
two dozen teleplays 
and a dozen motion 
pictures. He has won 
the WGA Award for 
teleplay four times.  
He is also one of 
the three credited 
screenwriters on 
“The Oscar,” which 
he wrote for Steve 
McQueen and Peter 
Falk but ended up 
starring Stephen 
Boyd and Tony 
Bennett. He calls the 
picture “a festering 
wound” to this day. 
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BY BILL COSBY (AS TOLD TO JON WEISMAN)

Comedy legend Bill Cosby was launching his own career as a standup in 
the early 1960s and spent time at the Greenwich Village clubs that form 
the backdrop of the Coen brothers’ latest film, “Inside Llewyn Davis.” 

“Y
ou’ve got Peter, Paul and Mary. You’ve 
got a ton of folk singers. This is before 
any drummer came into play. This is 
people with acoustical guitars — Pete 
Seeger, Woody Guthrie — and they’re 
singing about America. Woody Guth-

rie sings about the mistreatment and the Dust Bowl in 
Oklahoma. They’re singing about black lung disease and 
the treatment of the coal miners. And along with it comes 
their work as abolitionists for race. And these people are 
called communists. 

 “When Bob Dylan was a beginning fellow, Len Chan-
dler, a black singer-musician who played a 12-string gui-
tar, was a friend of his. The scene down there, Bleecker 
and MacDougal (streets) coffee houses, was a challenging 
one for socio-political idiots — (the) right wing was calling 
anybody that moved ‘communist.’ 

“And this whole country was on a youth movement, 
because the folk singers brought with them people who 
followed the music of Pete Seeger and Woody Guthrie and 
Theodore Bikel — they were there. The Village Gate, the 
coffee houses — it was anti-idiot time. These places, man, 
stayed open ’til 4 o’clock in the morning. But the colleges 
and those students supported them. 

“I see writers — ‘A Hand Is on the Gate’ — all black 
actors doing things.  The United States of America cannot 
escape that time. It nailed it. 

“And from those folk singers, from those people sing-
ing about America about freedom, it becomes a reality that 
will not be turned back.  College students, high school stu-
dents, graduate students, NYU, Hunter College, CCNY. And 
then you go to Washington, D.C., it’s all over there, these 
folk singers, they’re there. And so then it goes to Los Ange-
les, it’s out there, the Troubadour, etc. etc. Folk music. It’s 
all over the place. Colorado. And it’s there in Washington, 
D.C., at the monument.”

Cos Looks 
Back on 
Scene of 
‘Llewyn’ 

‘ANTI-IDIOT TIME’ “Far From Finished” on Comedy Central is Bill Cosby’s latest TV spesh. 
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